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Validate whether City-Based 
Food-Court Patrons (CFPs) 
will delight in adopting a 
reusable take away container 
service during lunch.  
“BorrowBox.” 

THE ASK



People are growing more 
conscious.
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HYPOTHESIS
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"Australians see plastic 
pollutions as the #1 threat 
to Australia's oceans and 
coastal waters"

GROWING AWARENESS

http://www.wwf.org.au/news/news/2018/backyard-barometer-2018-environmental-concern-on-the-rise



We are here to give them a 
means to participate and 
make a change.
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HYPOTHESIS
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OUR APPROACH

Empathise Define Ideate Prototype Test

We have used a design thinking problem solving approach, based on 
user-centred design principles, to help ForPurposeCo envision the end-
to-end digital opportunities.

• Contextual Inquiries 
• In-depth Interviews 
• Competitive Analysis 
• Mood boarding & mind 

mapping

• Qualitative Analysis 
• Affinity Mapping 
• Personas 
• Customer Journey 

Mapping

• Reframing problem 
into HMW statements 

• Sketching 
• Rapid ideation & 

brainstorming 

• Low-fidelity paper 
prototype 

• Mid-Fidelity 
wireframe prototype 

• Concept testing  

• Usability Testing 
• SUPRQ User 

Experience 
questionnaire 

• Customer NPS rating 
benchmark
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What we found



INSIGHT #1
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How might we…  
ensure that BorrowBox will provide service 

that enhances time and convenience of 

the lunch time patron to suit their basic 

lunch time needs?

City food-courts need to cater to a large 

amount of personnel traffic and to produce 

food as fast as possible. These patrons have 

less than 60 to 30 minutes to get and consume 

their lunch within their break period. Crowds 

and waiting in line are common pain points for 

corporate workers as they want food selection 

and ordering to happen invisibly in the 

background so they can focus most of their 

lunch time eating and winding down.

Chaotic 
Convenience
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How might we…  
educate and empower users to lead 

themselves and others into a more 

sustainable lifestyle?

INSIGHT #2

Inconsistent 
Waste 
Education
Not everyone is aware of recycling rules. There 

is often confusion of what can and can’t be 

recycled when it comes to take away 

containers. This is further complicates by 

different places have different signs. This is 

often an indication of how they practice waste 

at home. 

For the environmentally conscious, the lack of 

education of their peers are their greatest 

frustration.
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How might we…  
help patrons visualise their impact while 

using BorrowBox to increase their 

engagement and evangelism?

For the environmentally conscious patrons, the 

impact they can have to reduce personal waste 

footprint is more important that the personal 

cost of convenience, money and even social 

perception. 

The ability to see their personal and collective 

impact is crucial to their engagement. 

INSIGHT #3

Impact Is 
Worth the 
Sacrifice
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Meet the CFPs…
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Committed Charlene

“I rehash salad 
boxes to reuse 
again; my 
colleagues think 
that I am weird.”
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Committed Charlene

Lunch habits 
• Takeaway from food-court 1-2 times a week  
• Used to buy lunch more often, but is starting 

to make better choices for herself and the 

environment 
• Prefers to take food back to the office to use 

office kitchen utensils

Pains 
• Concerned about personal environmental footprint 
• Flabbergasted by family, friends, & coworkers who 

are not aware of their environmental responsibility 

to the planet’s future 
• Feels powerless about the abundance of waste in 

businesses, including the food vendors 

Motivations 
• Seeks new ways and ideas to reduce their 

environmental footprint further 
• Wishes for others to be educated, and concerned 

about waste as well 
• Hopes that their small part plays an accumulated 

impact on the environment 

Age: 36 

Lunch duration: 60 minutes 
Food court: MLC Centre

Environmental Meter 

Willing to spend additional money for impact
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Negotiable Neil

“As long as it 
makes my life 
easier, I’d give 
anything a go.”
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Negotiable Neil Pains 
• Crowded food-courts with long waiting lines 
• Time-poor, lunch time is often shared with work 

meetings 
• Unable to make decisions on food choices

Motivations 
• Wants to maximise his lunch time to eat food as 

well as socialise 
• Likes to stay on top of new tech, and utilises app 

service  to streamline his life, (uber for transport, 

Hey You! for his morning coffee) 
• Wants to be well perceived by his peers

Lunch habits 
• Takeaway from food-court 4-5 times a week 
• Has lunch at irregular times, often governed by 

meeting times 
• Pre-orders food via an app to avoid waiting in line

Age: 26  

Lunch duration: 30 minutes 

Food court: Australian Square

Environmental Meter 

Would only join a movement if it gives him 
enough benefits, such as convenience or a 
good social image



Opportunities

CURRENT JOURNEY MAP

Help users make 
food selections

Help users avoid 
waiting and save 

time

Help users reduce 
and refuse single 

use waste

Help users be 
educated, and 

educated others

Pre-Lunch Selection Payment Consumption Disposal

Notices Time. 

It’s 11:30am, Charlene is 

getting hungry. 

She enquires what others 

in the office are thinking 

of getting.

Makes way to  
food court. 

Charlene walks to the 

nearest food-court to 

check out the two food 

vendors that serve 

healthy food.

Taps to pay. 

Charlene pays via her 

NFC-chipped bank card, 

and also gets her 

frequent customer loyalty 

card marked by the 

vendor. 

Returns to office to 
utilise metal 
utensils. 

Charlene refuses the 

offered plastic spork and 

serviette pack with her 

meal, opting to use the 

metal utensils when she 

gets back to the office.

Washes and keeps 
food container. 

Charlene decides to wash 

her plastic food container 

for reuse. She tries not to 

get annoyed that the 

office bins contain 

incorrectly disposed of 

waste.

“I can’t get what 
everyone else is 
getting - I prefer 
something healthy, 
plus I am a vegetarian.”

“I kinda already 
know what I want 
to get.”

“I love being a 
regular - it’s nice 
when the vendor  
remembers you.”

“Ever since ABC’s ‘War 
on Waste’, I’m noticing 
the unnecessary plastic 
packing everywhere!”

“I hate how half of the 
office does not know 
which bin to use…”

“The popular food 
places tend to have  
longer lines.”
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What does this mean?



City based workers prioritise 
time and convenience during 
lunch.
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THIS MEANS…



Most city based workers are 
increasingly aware of waste, 
but not all are educated on 
what to do.
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THIS MEANS…



City based workers who are 
conscious of waste are 
invested in quantifying the 
impact of their seemingly 
small personal efforts.
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THIS MEANS…
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There are 3 MVEs that the user research has revealed as 
must have digital experiences. 

1. CFPs need to be able to search and find food seamlessly 
and easily 

2. CFPs need to be able to locate and navigate to drop-off 
points in an easy maps system  

3. CFPs need to visualise and appreciate the impact their 
participation of the service is having

MINIMUM VIABLE EXPERIENCE



The Prototype
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TEST 1: PAPER PROTOTYPE
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TEST 1: PAPER PROTOTYPE
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Summary
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We Need to:  

1. Help them search and find food seamlessly and easily 

2. Help them locate and navigate to drop-off points in an easy maps 
system  

3. & help them visualise and appreciate their impact 

• Neil wants to make an impact, but needs a useful and 
easy system 

• Charlene needs a BorrowBox, and wants Neil to get one 
too. 

UX - DESIRABILITY MEETS FUNCTIONALITY
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Don’t forget the vendor! 

ALSO…

Lack of space in 
kitchen and storage for 
additional inventory 

 
insight: size and storage of box

Already managing 
too many seperate 
tablets/devices for 
ordering systems 

 
insight: simple system for 
vendors to receive and 
verify orders

10% of current 
customers already are 
making sustainable 
choices: re-usable 
coffee cups, rejecting 
plastic cutlery and 
straws 

insight: Desirable!
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Thank you!



Appendix
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How Might We
A collection of How Might We were used during ideation. 

This was done to ensure I will have covered all the many different angles 
of the problem.



Ensure that BorrowBox will 
provide service that 
enhances time and 
convenience of the lunch 
time patron to suit their 
basic lunch time needs? 
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Educate and empower users 
to lead themselves and 
others into a more 
sustainable lifestyle?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Help patrons visualise their 
impact while using 
BorrowBox to increase their 
engagement and evangelism?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Encourage city food-court 
patrons to adopt a more 
sustainable habit during 
their take-away lunch time 
routine?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Design a service that 
encourages the adoption of 
reusable food containers 
that will reduce lunch time 
waste using food ordering?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Connect city food-court 
patrons to food vendor 
options that reduce their 
waste better?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Show customers their direct 
environmental impact from 
using borrow box?
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HOW MIGHT WE…



Ensure the on-boarding of 
BorrowBox and how it’s 
system works is seamless 
and simple?
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HOW MIGHT WE…
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Customer Journeys



Opportunities

CURRENT JOURNEY MAP

Help users make 
food selections

Help users avoid 
waiting and save 

time

Help users reduce 
and refuse single 

use waste

Help users be 
educated, and 

educated others

Pre-Lunch Selection Payment Consumption Disposal

Notices Time. 

It’s 11:30am, Charlene is 

getting hungry. 

She enquires what others 

in the office are thinking 

of getting.

Makes way to  
food court. 

Charlene walks to the 

nearest food-court to 

check out the two food 

vendors that serve 

healthy food.

Taps to pay. 

Charlene pays via her 

NFC-chipped bank card, 

and also gets her 

frequent customer loyalty 

card marked by the 

vendor. 

Returns to office to 
utilise metal 
utensils. 

Charlene refuses the 

offered plastic spork and 

serviette pack with her 

meal, opting to use the 

metal utensils when she 

gets back to the office.

Washes and keeps 
food container. 

Charlene decides to wash 

her plastic food container 

for reuse. She tries not to 

get annoyed that the 

office bins contain 

incorrectly disposed of 

waste.

“I can’t get what 
everyone else is 
getting - I prefer 
something healthy, 
plus I am a vegetarian.”

“I kinda already 
know what I want 
to get.”

“I love being a 
regular - it’s nice 
when the vendor  
remembers you.”

“Ever since ABC’s ‘War 
on Waste’, I’m noticing 
the unnecessary plastic 
packing everywhere!”

“I hate how half of the 
office does not know 
which bin to use…”

“The popular food 
places tend to have  
longer lines.”



Results
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USABILITY TESTING 



Ideation



Personalisation

https://edge.alluremedia.com.au/uploads/busines
sinsider/2016/01/Hey-You-App.jpg 
Office app: Convenience and On The Go
 

http://storecdn.keepcup.com/media/wysiwyg /series-
update/Series_Tile_SW_may4th.jpg 
Customisation
 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0895/4522/p
roducts/hHW7Qh78SwSEPWiA18Tn_A5_MEMO
BOTTLE_CAMPAIGN_2_1500x1500.jpg?
v=1524545975 
Product design: slim to fit into the bag and 
looks nice. simplistic and aestethics
 

https://i.pinimg.com/564x/9c/66/68/9c66680db8246
99551acd29019cc82c7.jpg 
Home food waste bin: nordic aestethics

https://www.llwebstore.com/flippingbook/development/barangaroosouth/sustain
ability2015/files/assets/common/page-substrates/page0020.jpg 
Barangaroo food court: zero waste, everything is recycable including the  food 
containers
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MOODBOARD



 

        FOOD 

         WASTE

         TECHNOLOGY

Local International Conflict & Disaster Relief

Poverty & Hunger

Time Saving Cost Saving Community

Food Packaging

Disposal/Recycling

Water

Labour Exploitation

Fair Trade

Social Conscious Product

Website / Social Media / Phone Apps

Blockchain

http://arcticstartup.com/blockchain-fair-trade

Awareness 
campaigns

Website - 
donations

Volunteer 
Recruitment

Sensors / Big Data / IoT / AI

Renewable Energy (eg: Solar)

Materials/Manufacturing improvement

https://www.gocopia.com/index.html

Food Donation Pick-up App

Storage & 
Distribution

Waste Prevention

http://thebluapple.com/

Reusable material with improved technology to 
extend life of produce

http://www.wakati.co/product

Low energy / low cost refrigeration using solar for 
transportation

https://www.leanpath.com/

Commercial kitchen sensor and tracking

Ordering App & Delivery Services

https://gebni.com/

Food app delivery service working to reduce food waste by using an 
algorithm to adjust prices according to real-time demand. By 
lowering prices during off-peak hours it can increases sales, while 
also increasing the accessibility of food delivery to low-income 
customers.

Reduction

https://www.goboxpdx.com/

Johan 8 mins ago

Reply

We Are Here

http://au.keepcup.com/?country=Australia#mo
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MINDMAPPING
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CRAZY 8’S
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CRAZY 8’S



USER STORY:  A/B TYPE PERSPECTIVES (HORIZON) & HOW TYPE A HELPS B GET ON THE SAME PAGE (VERTICAL)
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The Prototype
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CRAZY 8’S

PAPER PROTOTYPE
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https://invis.io/GZOBX8NSH6C#/
322798237_Main_Page 

TRY IT YOURSELF

https://invis.io/GZOBX8NSH6C#/322798237_Main_Page
https://invis.io/GZOBX8NSH6C#/322798237_Main_Page


Competitor Analysis
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TREND: FOOD SELECTION SCREENS 

Apps: Uber Eats, Foodora 
Design: Choices pane, Prices and Totals 
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TREND: NAVIGATION

Apps: Melbourne Bike Share, Google Maps, Uber Eats 
Design: Online/Offline drop off points, Start - Destination 
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TREND: VENDOR SELECTION SCREENS 

Apps: Uber Eats, Hey You!, Foodora 
Design: Cards layout, Ratings on vendors, Deliver time approximation 
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TREND: MISC. 

Apps: Hey You!, Google Maps, Ofo, Uber Eats 
Design: AR Card Scanner, Badges, Sign-up Screens


